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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF RHODE ISLAND 

 
 

KATHRYN NARCISI 

 
v. 

 
TURTLEBOY DIGITAL MARKETING, 
LLC D/B/A TURTLEBOYSPORTS.COM 
 

 
 
 
C.A. No. 2019-cv-00329-JJM-PAS 
 
 

 
 

DECLARATION OF AIDAN KEARNEY 
 
I, AIDAN KEARNEY, hereby make the following declaration: 

1. I am the Manager, owner and sole operator of Worcester Digital Marketing LLC of 

Worcester, Massachusetts.  The company was originally called Turtleboy Digital 

Marketing LLC.  The name was changed to Worcester Digital Marketing LLC in 2016.  

Exhibits 1 and 3 attached hereto reflect the original organizational filing and the change 

of name. 

2. Worcester Digital Marketing LLC (hereinafter “Worcester”) is a limited liability company 

organized in and under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with its principal 

and sole place of business in Worcester, Massachusetts.   

3. I created Worcester.  I am the sole owner and operator of Worcester.  There are no other 

officers or employees.  I do accept proposed postings from other individuals subject to my 

right to review and remove content.  None of those individuals are known to me to be from 

Rhode Island. 

4. I live and work in Massachusetts.   
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5. Worcester has no presence in the State of Rhode Island:  it has no offices, employees, 

property or addresses in Rhode Island.   

6. Worcester contracts no business with Rhode Island residents or businesses.   

7. Worcester’s revenue is internet-based. 

8. Worcester derives no revenue identifiable to or targeted to Rhode Island.   

9. Worcester pays no taxes in Rhode Island.   

10.  Worcester is not registered to do business in Rhode Island. 

11.  Worcester maintains websites called “turtleboysports.com” and “TBDailyNews.com.”   

12.  Worcester is a blogging website.  The 2014 Certificate of Organization is attached hereto 

as Exhibit 1 to this Declaration. 

13.  On the websites, I collect and comment on matters of public interest and conduct and 

report on investigative journalism. 

14.  I have used the website to expose corruption in the Massachusetts State Police. A 

February 18, 2018  Boston Globe editorial credited Turtleboysports.com for breaking two 

stories which led to the shakeup and departure of high-ranking members of the 

Massachusetts State Police. 1   

15.  Worcester’s business is exclusively internet-based.  Its revenue is derived from placement 

of advertisements and internet sales of products offered on the internet.  Worcester uses 

an ad network which manages both ad placement and revenue.  It also offers a subscription 

for ad-free content.   

                                                 
1   The editorial can be accessed at: 
https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/editorials/2018/02/28/where-accountability-state-
police/IZ0y2DRwGUPs5XNsoGuMoK/story.html 
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16.  None of the ads or promotions appearing on our websites target Rhode Island or are 

directed to a specific geographical community.  My postings and the ads appearing on our 

websites are in English and generally refer to issues of interest to people in the United 

States, but they can be accessed by anyone. 

17.  I decided to write about Plaintiff after Plaintiff’s own internet postings came to my 

attention from a number of individuals (some of whom identify by real names and others 

by pseudonyms), including one pseudonymous contributor from western Massachusetts 

who I decided to credit with the original posting as “Western Mass Turtlegirl.”  However, 

I was largely responsible for the content and take full responsibility for it.  Plaintiff had 

posted a video describing her treatment at a hospital, which she considered unacceptable.  

She urged her viewers to share her video to expand the coverage.  When I was deciding to 

post the video, I also reviewed other postings and videos that Plaintiff had published on 

the internet and discovered that Plaintiff had extensively published both personal and 

business postings to the internet and Facebook communities.  Other than a reference to the 

fact that the hospital at issue was located in Rhode Island, there was nothing about 

Plaintiff’s posts or her community, or about my posts or my readers, related to Rhode 

Island as opposed to the internet community as a whole. 

18.  I did not find Plaintiff very sympathetic or entirely credible.  I decided to re-post many of 

Plaintiff’s publicly placed videos and postings and to add blog commentary about Plaintiff, 

taking a mocking and unflattering view of Plaintiff’s internet publications and motivations.  

19.  The blog allows readers to post comments and reactions.  Many do.  I rarely read them or 

reply. 
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20.  In blogging about Plaintiff, I did not invite, request or otherwise suggest that our readers 

communicate with Plaintiff.   

21. Worcester had no communications with Plaintiff, directly or through her then-counsel, at 

any time prior to learning of the issuance of the temporary restraining order on May 22, 

2019.  Once I received a subpoena directing the company to appear in court in less than 

48 hours, I did speak with Plaintiff’s then-attorney.  I have never spoken with Plaintiff. 

22.  I am the resident agent for Worcester.  On May 22, 2019, at around 2:30 pm, a person 

who I believe was a Massachusetts constable (I do not have a name or card) hand-delivered 

a group of papers to me in Worcester, Massachusetts.  I received the following: the 

Superior Court complaint (ECF 1-1), the motion for temporary restraining order (ECF 1-

3), the TRO issued on May 16, 2019 (ECF 1-4), a subpoena directing the company to 

appear at court on May 24, 2019 at 9:30 am (attached as Exhibit 2 hereto), and the 

“Business Entity Summary” of the Commonwealth showing the Worcester’s correct name 

and address (attached hereto as Exhibit 3). 

23.  I was not provided any document titled “summons” or directing that an answer or other 

response was required to be provided or a time frame to do so.  I was not provided any 

document with the title “Language Assistance” in any language.  I was provided a 

document entitled subpoena requiring the company to appear in less than 48 hours in 

Wakefield, Rhode Island.  I was not provided any fee for attendance or mileage.    

24.  After I received the subpoena on May 22, 2019, for the company to appear in a court 

appearance approximately 80 miles away on May 24, 2019, I reached out to Plaintiff’s 

then-attorney, who agreed to reschedule the matter to May 31, 2019.   
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25. I came to the Superior Court in Wakefield, Rhode Island on May 31, 2019 planning to

speak for my company to oppose continuation of the temporary restraining order, which I

considered a violation of the First Amendment and section 230 of the Communications

Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. $230. But I am not a lawyer, and the judge advised me that I

could not speak for the company. The matter was heard only on the motion of Plaintiff s

counsel to withdraw, which was granted. Hearing on preliminary injunction was

continued to June 19,2019, to allow both parties time to obtain counsel.

26. I then reached out to the American Civil Liberties Union of Rhode Island, which agreed

to provide assistance.

27. The case was removed to federal court on June 18,2019. A copy of the Superior Court

docket, after removal, is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

In accordance with 28 U.S.C. ç 1746,I hereby declare under the penalty of perjury that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on 7
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EXHIBIT 1
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EXHIBIT 2 
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EXHIBIT 3
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EXHIBIT 4
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